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a b s t r a c t 

With the flourishment of Artificial Intelligence (AI), the quality of services on online social networks 

(OSNs) has improved tremendously. Through the introduction of AI into OSNs, providers enhance the 

users experience. However, the risk of data misuse has also been magnified. And there has been a trend 

towards users’ mistrust when it comes to sharing their true intention on OSN platforms, primarily be- 

cause of privacy concerns. In this paper, we propose an effective intention-concealing visitation frame- 

work named Aviv, which acts as a credible and private third-party where it generates a rtificial i ntention- 

c oncealed b rowsing (AICB trajectories) for users to conceal their true intentions. The browsing trajectory 

is a sequence composed of blogs, bloggers, news, or a mixture containing visitable content. Specifically, 

Aviv first extracts accessible graphs composed of visitable contents from applied OSN platforms. Then an 

elaborate and personalized divert scoring process is conducted to measure optional decoy visits’ effec- 

tiveness. Finally, using the divert scoring values, elaborate and personalized decoy visits are picked out, 

Aviv composes AICB trajectories with true intentions and picked decoy visits. Aviv is implemented as a 

credible private third-party and tested on a real OSN, the performance evaluation results show that Aviv 

is effective and efficient. 

© 2022 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

With the rise of prominent social platforms such as Facebook, 

witter, and Weibo, there have been a large number of imple- 

entations to provide personalized services by these Online Social 

etworks (OSNs). These implementations of personalized services 

ave thus cultivated an improved User experience ( Shen et al., 

020; Wang et al., 2016 ), and at the same time, the daily lives

f these individuals have been significantly enriched ( Zhou and 

an, 2019 ). 

However, to achieve these personalized services that improve 

he entire experience, users must provide their private browsing 

ntention to these OSN platforms, where the intention is defined as 

a distinctive attitude, not to be conflated with or reduced to or- 

inary desires and beliefs”, and this distinctive attitude is involved 

oth in intending to do something and in doing something inten- 

ionally ( Bratman, 1987 ). Thus, a user faces serious privacy risks 

 Bashir et al., 2019 ). A good example is the Facebook and Cam-

ridge Analytica scandal, in which tens of millions of Facebook 
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sers data was unlawfully harvested and analyzed for political ad- 

ertising. As shown in Fig. 1 , malicious online servers collect and 

nalyze users browsing traces to determine their private intentions 

 Barford et al., 2014; Liu et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2020; Wills and

atar, 2012; Xu et al., 2021 ). 

These widely reported privacy issues concerning major social 

etwork platforms (e.g., Facebook) have led to heightened concerns 

mong users regarding the data collected from them ( Bashir et al., 

019 ). Furthermore, a previous study has shown that a users inten- 

ion and cultural background can be accurately predicted ( Atouati 

t al., 2020; Song et al., 2018 ). Moreover, the user and the plat-

orms motives are not aligned: the OSN platforms occupy most of 

heir abundant computing resources and plentiful data for their 

urposes, while the user could only achieve limited computing 

ower and few public datasets. Users almost have no chance to 

scape these platforms supervision unless they go towards the end 

nd abandon all these platforms’ services. 

To solve the problem mentioned above, some relevant ap- 

roaches have been proposed. PrivSR is a privacy-preserving 

ramework that conducts itself in the area of social recommenda- 

ion. The way it works is to allow users to model ratings and social 

elationships privately ( Meng et al., 2018 ). A novel access control 

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cose.2022.102778
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/cose
http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.cose.2022.102778&domain=pdf
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Fig. 1. OSN servers analyze user’s intentions. 
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ramework is proposed in Cheng et al. (2013) , which splits third- 

arty applications into internal and external components, allow- 

ng the internal members to access private information but keep- 

ng it away from the external ones. Veil ( Wang et al., 2018 ) is

 privacy-preserving deployment framework that provides a par- 

icular veil compiler that helps rewrite pages to further blind 

ervers collecting the users data by manipulating the page con- 

ents so that the private information regarding the user is pro- 

ected from leaking. A novel adversarial attack algorithm is pro- 

osed in Kumar et al. (2020) , which produces both contradictory 

eatures and graphs under a given shopping budget to escape the 

dentification of private information, such as family information. 

owever, the continuity of the users visiting contents is ignored 

n the approaches mentioned above, which is a typical character 

f the users online behaviors; these approaches only focus on hid- 

ng intentions but neglect the covertness of the approaches them- 

elves; moreover, users need the association from other users even 

n OSN platforms ( Biega et al., 2017; Reiter and Rubin, 1998; Zhu 

t al., 2010 ). To our knowledge, we are the first to conceal users 

ntentions by constructing browsing trajectories. 

Purpose. Provide a scheme to hide users’ intentions during on- 

ine access while minimizing the involvement of other users to en- 

ure the effectiveness and availability of intention hiding. When a 

ser performs a visit action, the action itself is given an attached 

urpose, and that purpose itself is called an intention, such as a 

esired visit to a blog, a blogger, or a website. An OSNs server can 

ine a users intentions to make accurate portraits of the particular 

ser, and this act itself leads to the opportunity of an enormous 

rivacy risk ( Tanjim et al., 2020 ). We divide user visits into two

rimary categories. The first is the users intention, which may be 

 blogger that the user wants visit, a blogger that the user wants 

o follow or a website that the user wants to browse. The second 

ategory contains the visits that are classified as casual visits or 

rocess visits that are irrelevant to the user’s purpose. Moreover, 

e only care about the content that can be described with text, 

ot the form of a visit. In this paper, we do not hide the inten-

ion directly. But instead, our process is to make it look as if the 

sers targeted intentions (desired visit a blog, author, etc.) are ca- 

ual visits. By doing so, we prevent the OSNs from intervening and 

nalyzing the users private and sensitive intentions, thus providing 

sers with the ability to counter an OSNs invasive and accurate 

rofiling. 

Motivations. Our work is motivated by a set of observations in 

ur daily life: 

Observation I : While constructing users browsing trajectories, 

e could only concern users profiles, accessible graphs composed 

f visitable contents, and respective concomitant multimedia infor- 

ation along with different visitable content. 

Observation II : We could disguise the users intention as a casual 

isit to reduce the risk of an intention leak. For example, say a user 
2 
as an intention where it is a visit of the personal homepage be- 

onging to a famous football player Alice. If we directly visit her/his 

omepage, then the intention is evident and undeniable. The OSN 

latform could realize that you are paying attention to Alice for 

hatever reason. Still, if some similar homepages are successively 

isited before and after player Alices, the visit action looks casual, 

nd thus the intention is obfuscated and cloaked. 

Observation III : We can conceal the intention when it comes 

o the process of implementing an artificial decoy visits system 

y improving the smoothness of topic changes in browsing tra- 

ectories. Commonly, topics in a casual browsing trajectory change 

moothly. Still, in intentional browsing trajectories with apparent 

ntentions, topics change abruptly ( Wang et al., 2017 ), which is a 

ypical character in the overall browsing characteristics, to distin- 

uish between casual browsing trajectories and intentional brows- 

ng trajectories. 

Contributions. In this paper, we propose an effective and effi- 

ient intention-concealed visit framework named Aviv, which can 

enerate AICB trajectories and make the intentions look like ca- 

ual visits with the help of some artificial decoy visits. With Aviv, 

sers can browse online content on OSN platforms without leaking 

he true intentions to curious and malicious OSN platform servers. 

pecifically, the main contributions of this paper are fourfold: 

• First, Aviv provides adaptive representation for user profile and 

visitable contents to adapt to complex application scenarios. 

Concretely, we use semantic based embedding schemes such as 

Skip-Gram model with Negative Sampling(SGNS) and Item2vec. 

User’s profile and accessible visit contents are embedded into 

vectors, where text information processing tools such as TF-IDF/ 

Textrank /LDA are added adaptively. 

• Second, Aviv achieves visit actions picking method based on 

user’s profile and interests. We propose a divert scoring pro- 

cess according to users interests, topics of visitable contents in 

accessible graphs, and connectivity among visitable contents. A 

high score one visitable content gains means its suitable for the 

visitable content to be picked up as a decoy visit. Concretely, 

the proposed DecoyRank algorithm creates scores on the vis- 

itable contents according to the connectivity, adjacent similar- 

ity, and the similarity between a users interests and the top- 

ics of the visitable contents. Moreover, considering that the real 

users browsing attention could be impacted by their visited 

contents, during their browsing sessions. We add an Attention 

drift imitation (ADI) scheme to make the generated browsing 

trajectories more verisimilar. 

• Third, Aviv guarantees effective and efficient AICB trajectories 

construction algorithms. We introduce two browsing trajecto- 

ries construction algorithms which are individually based on lo- 

cal optimum and global optimum. The algorithm focusing on 

local optimum is more efficient and the other one focusing 

on global optimum is more effective. Concretely, BGTC is a lo- 

cally optimal greedy algorithm to get effective AICB trajectory 

rapidly, and BDPTC could get the most suitable AICB trajectory 

by iterating over all visitable content. 

• Finally, Aviv realizes an intention-concealed visit framework 

without cooperation with other users. We conduct the de- 

sign, performance evaluation, and security discussion of Aviv, 

which generates AICB trajectories and allows users to achieve 

intention-concealed visits over OSN platforms. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In 

ection 2 , we formalize the system model and design goals. 

hen, we introduce the security metrics in Section 3 and 

ropose intention-concealed framework named Aviv in 

ection 4 . Section 5 shows the performance evaluation of Aviv. 

ection 6 shows the security discussion about Aviv and proves 

hat Aviv satisfies security when facing abnormal detection and 
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Fig. 2. System model under consideration. 
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udden-intention mining. We also review some related works in 

ection 7 . Finally, we draw our conclusions in Section 8 . 

. System model and design goals 

In this section, we formalize the system model and identify our 

esign goals. 

.1. System model 

As shown in Fig. 2 , the system model consists of three main 

omponents: (i) User, (ii) P rivacy-preserving A dvice P rovider (PAP), 

nd (iii) E vil online S ervice P rovider (ESP). We now provide details 

f each component. 

User : The user who accepts online services and accesses online 

ontent has the ability to call upon their intention when using a 

ervice (i.e. OSN) that is hosted by an ESP. The user also possesses 

imited computational abilities, but desires secure, and personal- 

zed OSN services. 

PAP : The third-party who provides privacy-preserving advice 

or users. When receiving user’s queries, PAP generates customized 

rivacy-preserving advice and sends it to the user. PAP could be 

 credible third-party or a computing device owned by the user. 

AP possesses adequate computational abilities and adequate pub- 

ic datasets. 

ESP : The evil service provider who is curious about the user’s 

rivate information, such as intentions. For achieving personalized 

ervices, users must deliver their online intentions to ESP. Com- 

only, ESP possesses adequate computational abilities and analyt- 

cal abilities, thus they have the ability to endanger the users pri- 

ate intentions. 

In this system model, a user first delivers their queries to PAP 

ystem; then, PAP generates privacy-preserving advice, and in re- 

urn, sends that advice to the respective user; finally, the user is 

ow able to obtain the liberty of having privatized online visits by 

aking advantage of the PAPs advice. The system model and pro- 

esses are presented in Fig. 2 . 

.2. Design goals 

According to the Motivations , we prepared three design goals 

ollowing our proposal. The detailed introductions are given as fol- 

ows: 

Normal browsing trajectories imitation : The proposed frame- 

ork should have the ability to generate verisimilar browsing tra- 

ectories to reduce ESP’s alertness and escape the abnormal detec- 

ion such as bot detection, which could conceal not only intentions 

ut also approaches themselves. 

Intention-concealed guarantee : The proposed framework 

hould guarantee that when it comes to the ESPs, they cannot 

istinguish the users true intention. The true intention (inten- 

ional visitable contents) should be concealed with several privacy- 

reserving measures. 
3 
Effective and efficient : Proposed framework must provide not 

nly effective but also efficient privacy-preserving services. Time 

elay is influential in user experience. The low-level time cost is 

nother vital demand. 

. Security metrics 

.1. Potential threats 

There are three primary challenges that Aviv is facing. The 

rst challenge is to prevent Aviv’s users from being recognized as 

ots. This is because Aviv’s primary solution is its ability to have 

onstructed browsing trajectories similar to the real-life browsing 

rajectories to a certain extent. This challenge is called the OSN 

ervers abnormality detection. The second challenge is the ability 

o maneuver around the detection systems of OSNs, where they 

ay be able to detect the user’s intentions, especially sudden in- 

entions. This challenge is organized as sudden-intention mining. 

he third challenge is the collusion attack, which means users 

nd users or users and service providers collude to threaten other 

sers’ privacy security. 

.1.1. Abnormal detection 

We have designed a GRU-based RNN model trained from the 

ollected real access trajectory data to perform anomaly detection 

n the AICB trajectory. The evaluation results in section IV show 

hat the values of these indicators when detecting AICB trajecto- 

ies are an approximation when it comes to the values of detecting 

eal browsing trajectories. Moreover, the evaluation results indicate 

hat AICB trajectories could not cause OSN service providers to be 

igilant against concealed intention. 

.1.2. Sudden-intention mining 

Unlike the traditional obfuscation scheme based on k- 

nonymity ( Sweeney, 2002 ), we cannot directly use entropy as a 

ecurity metric. Entropy can only consider the probabilistic close- 

ess of the visitable content appearing in one trajectory. When the 

robability of all content appearing is equal, entropy is maximized. 

owever, the visitable content in one AICB trajectory should be 

lose in semantics rather than close in probability. As a result, we 

dopt an adjacent similarity in the aspect of semantics based on 

osine similarity as a security metric. Users tend to visit visitable 

ontent semantically close to the current visiting content. The sub- 

equent visits are generally considered casual visits without dis- 

inct intention. Based on this premise, we consider the similarity 

f adjacent visitable content on one trajectory as a security met- 

ic called adjacent similarity . The higher the similarity of adjacent 

isitable content, the more it can be considered that the visit is 

asual. Moreover, the computational formula is shown as follows, 

ust as same as cosine similarity: 

imilarity (X, Y ) = 

∑ n 
i =1 (X i × Y i ) √ ∑ n 

i =1 (X i ) 2 ×
√ ∑ n 

i =1 (Y i ) 
2 
, 

here, X , Y are objects of comparison in the form of vector, and n

s the length of vectors. 

The adjacent similarity can then be used for measuring the se- 

antic similarity between two adjacent visitable content in one 

rajectory. High values of the measured adjacent similarity in one 

rajectory mean that the visit looks casual. It is not easy to mine 

rue intention in one trajectory consisting of visits with high val- 

es. Moreover, adjacent similarity can also measure the semantic 

imilarities between a users profile and adjacent visitable content. 

n this situation, a high value of the measured adjacent similarity 

eans that the user is more inclined to visit this visitable content. 
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Fig. 3. Degree of privacy, Aviv performed best compared to baselines. 
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.1.3. Collusion attack 

In conventional solutions, rivacy protection is usually done 

hrough cooperative request forwarding or identity replacement 

etween users. However, collusion between malicious users or be- 

ween users and service providers can steal other users’ private in- 

ormation. 

.2. Degree of privacy 

To formally analyze a privacy-preserving scheme, we need to 

haracterize the degree of privacy. The ability of privacy protection 

epends on the effectiveness of the schemes against attacks. 

.2.1. Non-protective effect 

This is the lowest level of privacy preservation. The scheme may 

rovide a functional auxiliary role or safety protection from other 

spects, but it does not have an effective defense effect on abnor- 

al detection, sudden-intention concealing or collusion attack. 

.2.2. Partially effective 

The protocol can partially complete the privacy protection work, 

ut there are still obvious loopholes in the face of certain at- 

acks. For example, schemes that rely on constructing irrelevant 

bfuscation requests, such as K-anonymity, can significantly expose 

he characteristics of privacy protection schemes, which not only 

rouses the alertness of attackers, but also motivates the emer- 

ence of adversarial attack methods. 

.2.3. Nearly full cover 

This level means the protocol can roughly deal with all above 

ttack methods, including exposing privacy protection features as 

ittle as possible during the execution of the privacy protection 

cheme to avoid attackers’ detection; hiding the user’s real access 

ntention as much as possible; resisting collusion attacks. 

Aviv gets excellent performance when compared with con- 

entional work as shown in Fig. 3 . The mentioned conven- 

ional researches are TrackMeNot (TMN) ( Toubiana et al., 2011 ), 

rowds ( Reiter and Rubin, 1998 ), Mediator Accounts Proxy (MAs) 

 Biega et al., 2017 ), K-anonymity ( Sweeney, 2002 ) and Privacy- 

reserving indexing (PPI) ( Bawa et al., 2009 ). 

. Proposed intention-concealed framework 

This section presents our proposed framework, Aviv, which 

ainly consists of three phases: 1) Decoy representation for the 
Fig. 4. Overview

4

sers profile and visitable content; 2) Divert scoring; 3)Trajectories 

onstructing. Concretely, in the decoy representing phase, a users 

rofile and accessible visit contents are embedded into vectors 

ased on accompanying text. In the second phase, a DecoyRank 

lgorithm and attention drift imitation (ADI) process is proposed 

o score suitable optional decoy visit contents. From there, it also 

akes sure that its able to have the ability to select a decoy visit 

hen an accessible visit content has a high divert score. Finally, in 

he third phase, two trajectories construction algorithms are pre- 

ared individually according to the local optimum and global op- 

imum. Detailed introductions of phases are given as follows, and 

he overview of Aviv is given as shown in Fig. 4 . 

.1. Decoy representing 

Two embedding schemes are prepared in this phase, which em- 

eds the users profile and accessible visit contents into vectors 

or representation based on accompanying text. These embedding 

chemes are made sure to be adaptively selected. Detailed embed- 

ing is also applied to achieve accurate representations for sce- 

arios with the abundant corpus (such as numerous tweets, blogs, 

elf-introductions, and so on). Simplified embedding is more suit- 

ble for barren information scenarios (e.g., only simple aggrega- 

ion and aggregation relationships in accessible graphs composed 

f visitable contents). 

.1.1. Precondition 

Specifically, we use Skip-gram model ( Mikolov et al., 2013 ) 

ith negative sampling (SGNS) and item2vec ( Barkan and Koenig- 

tein, 2016 ) model for basal embedding. SGNS learns high-quality 

istributed vector representations that capture a large number of 

recise syntactic and semantic word representations, and item2vec 

roduces embedding for items in a latent space and captures the 

elations among different items in collaborative filtering datasets. 

he similarity between representations could be measured with 

osine similarity. Before embedding processes, the SGNS model 

nd Item2Vec model need to be well pre-trained. Training data for 

GNS must be sentences, and training data for Item2Vec must be 

ggregation sets (or sequences). Then with the help of these two 

ell-prepared models, the embedding process of words or items 

ould be a simple query procedure. Only one embedding process 

ould be used at one time. 

.1.2. Detailed embedding 

Applied datasets must contain visitable contents and abundant 

ext corpus (such as tweets, blogs, self introductions and so on) 

long with embedding results which mainly depend on the con- 

omitant text corpus. In the overall process of a user’s profile is 

hown in Fig. 5 (a): firstly, the user’s text corpus (such as user’s 

aily visit content or user’s history blogs) is gathered, spliced, 
 of Aviv. 
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Fig. 5. Decoy representing. 
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nd segmented. Secondly, text segments are inputted into a top- 

cs/keywords extract procedure (such as TF-IDF/textrank/LDA ( Blei 

t al., 2003; Mihalcea and Tarau, 2004; Roelleke and Wang, 2008 ), 

nd in the case we set textrank as an example), 

n keywords [ w 1 , w 2 , ..., w n ] as well as their respective textrank 

alues [ p 1 , p 2 , ..., p n ] are extracted out, and these keywords are re- 

arded as a user’s interest set ; then textrank values [ p 1 , p 2 , ..., p n ]

re set as the input of a softmax for normalization, and the out- 

ut [ p 
′ 
1 
, p 

′ 
2 
, ..., p 

′ 
n ] are regarded as a probability distribution of the

ser’s interests. After that, [ w 1 , w 2 , ..., w n ] are embedded into vec-

ors [ V 1 , V 2 , ..., V n ] by querying each word in a SGNS model; finally, 

he user’s embedding/representation [ v 1 , v 2 , ..., v n ] is figured out by 

alculating 
∑ n 

i p 
′ 
i 
V i . For visitable contents embedding, as shown 

n Fig. 5 (b) the processes are as the same as user embedding pro-

ess, but in this case we replace the appellation of [ w 1 , w 2 , ..., w n ] -

interest set ” with “topic set ”. 

.1.3. Simplified embedding 

Applied dataset must contain visitable contents and aggre- 

ation information (such as categories, classifications, shopping 

askets, etc.) among these visitable contents, embedding results 

f user’s profile and visitable contents mainly depend on ag- 

regation information. The process of a user’s profile embed- 

ing is given as shown in Fig. 5 (c): firstly, the user’s associ- 
5

ted visitable contents are gathered as a set [ i 1 , i 2 , ..., i m 

] ; then

 i 1 , i 2 , ..., i m 

] is embedded into a vector set [ V 1 , V 2 , ..., V n ] by query-

ng each item in a Item2Vec model; finally, the user’s profile em- 

edding/representation [ v 1 , v 2 , ..., v n ] is figured out by calculating
 n 
i 

1 
m 

V i . For visitable contents embedding, as shown in Fig. 5 (d) 

e regard the output of Item2Vec [ v 1 , v 2 , ..., v n ] as the embed-

ing/representation of one visitable content directly. 

.2. Divert scoring 

The candidate obfuscated accessible content is graded, and the 

andidate accessible content with higher score is selected to con- 

truct user browsing trajectories which help to conceal users’ true 

ntentions. The divert scoring process consists of the Attention drift 

mitation (ADI) and the DecoyRank algorithm. In this process, the 

roposed DecoyRank algorithm creates scores on the visitable con- 

ents according to the connectivity, adjacent similarity, and the 

imilarity between a users interests and the topics of the visitable 

ontents. It then becomes difficult for an ESP to use its analysis 

ystems to detect whether a single decoy visit was the users true 

ntention, especially if the direct score ( DS) itself was relatively 

igh. Moreover, considering that the real users attention, or the 

eneral topic, during their browsing session could be impacted by 
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4

(

b

heir visited contents, and thus it changes frequently. We add an 

DI to make the generated browsing trajectories more verisimilar. 

.2.1. Precondition 

Before DecoyRank calculating, user’s interest set 
−→ 

w , user’s 

mbedding 
−→ v u , representations of visitable contents, and hyper- 

arameters (such as 
−→ 

W , α, and β mentioned in ADI) should be 

repared. 

.2.2. Attention drift imitation 

To achieve a normal browsing trajectory imitation when it 

omes to the surveillance of OSN platforms, we designed an atten- 

ion drift imitation (ADI), which helps to imitate a user’s attention 

ariation in one browsing trajectory. Considering the fact that in- 

erests and visited contents have an influence on a user’s attention 

n one browsing session caused by interests and visited contents, 

he ADI is built with the following function: 

 init = 

−→ 

W 

� 
· −→ 

V u (1) 

 i = αA init + β
−→ 

E di (α, β > 0 , α + β = 1) (2) 

here 
−→ 

W is a random weight vector [ W 1 , W 2 , ..., W n ] ( 
∑ n 

i =1 W i =
(W i > 0) ), 

−→ 

V u is user’s interest set in the form of embedded vec-

ors (such as [ V 1 , V 2 , ..., V n ] in Fig. 5 (a)), α, β are constants, and 

−→
E di 

s the representation of visited contents i . 

.2.3. DecoyRank 

We propose DecoyRank based on PageRank algorithm to evalu- 

te the effectiveness of visitable contents in one graph according to 

onnectivity, adjacent similarity, and ADI. The transmission formu- 

as in DecoyRank are given as follows, and the DecoyRank compu- 

ational results are regarded as Divert Scoring values ( DS) for these 

isitable contents: 

S( j) = 

1 − d 

N 

+ d 

N ∑ 

i =0 

e i, j · DS(i ) (3) 

 i, j = 

δ · cos (A i , A j ) · cos (A j , 
−→ 

E u ) 
∑ N 

k =0 δ · cos (A i , A k ) · cos (A k , 
−→ 

E u ) 
(4) 

 i = αA init + β
−→ 

E di (α, β > 0 , α + β = 1) (5) 

here d = 0 . 85 , e i, j is the transmission efficiency from the visitable

ontent i to visitable content j( 
∑ N 

j=0 e i, j = 1 ), N is the number of

isitable contents in the accessible graph. Besides, A i , A j respec- 

ively represent user’s attentions when visiting visitable content i 

nd visitable content j, 
−→ 

E u is user’s representation, and cos is co- 

ine distance between two vectors. Moreover, when the edge of 

isitable content i pointing to visitable content j and if that exists, 

= 1 , otherwise δ = 0 . Firstly, traverse all visitable contents in a

ommon graph and calculate the DS values for all those visitable 

ontents. From there, repeat this step several times until DS value 

chieves convergence. The convergent DS values are the final out- 

uts. According to the properties of PageRank, the initial DS values 

f visitable contents are irrelevant to the final convergent DS val- 

es, so the initial DS values are commonly set as 1 /N. 

.3. Trajectories constructing 

There are two browsing trajectory construction algorithms in- 

roduced, which are respectively based on local optimum and 

lobal optimum. Detailed introductions are shown as follows. 
6 
.3.1. Precondition 

Before constructing browsing trajectories, the following must be 

repared: an adjacent matrix G (where, G [ i ][ j] == 1 means there

s a directed edge pointing to visitable content j from visitable 

ontent i ), DS values (where, DS(N i ) means the DS value of vis- 

table content N i and DS(T = { N 1 , N 2 , ..., N l } ) = DS(N 1 ) + DS(N 2 ) +
.. + DS(N l ) ), number of visitable contents κ , intentional access vis- 

table content N d and length of desired browsing trajectories L . 

.3.2. BGTC: Local optimum 

B idirectional G reedy T rajectories C onstruction (BGTC) is pro- 

osed to generate browsing trajectories rapidly based on the prin- 

iple of local optimum. We also divide the procedure of browsing 

rajectories construction into two parts. One is the forward path 

art, which is pointing to the true intention. The other is the back- 

ard path part, which is pointed to by the true intention. Then the 

ocal optimum browsing trajectories construction could be repre- 

ented as two longest single-source paths construction. We take 

he construction process of a backward path as an example: to 

onstruct a longest single-source path, the decoy visit contents are 

elected one by one with the greedy algorithm ( Edmonds, 1971 ). 

he selected visit contents must have the highest DS value in 

ll visitable contents, and must also be directly linked with the 

ast selected visitable content. After constructing both the forward 

ath and the backward path, they are connected, and the inten- 

ion is set as the junction. The computational complexity is about 

 (κ × L ) , where κ is the number of visitable contents, and L is the

ength of the desired browsing trajectories. The detailed algorithm 

ow is shown in Algorithm 1 . 

Algorithm 1: BGT C

Input : DS, G , L , κ , N d = η
Output : AICB trajectory T 

1 Randomly select ξ ∈ [1 , L ] as the index of N d 

2 // The construction of forward path 

3 T f = { η} // Initial T f only consists of η

4 for 1 ≤ l ≤ ξ do 

5 for 1 ≤ i ≤ κ do 

6 if G [ T f [0]][ i ] == 1 then 

7 i ∗ = arg max i DS(i ) 

8 end 

9 end 

10 T f = { i ∗, T f } // Head insert 

11 end 

12 Remove Last Content( T f ) 

13 // The construction of backward path 

14 T b = { η} // Initial T b only consists of η
15 for 1 ≤ l ≤ ξ do 

16 for 1 ≤ i ≤ κ do 

17 if G [ i ][ T b [ l − 1]] == 1 then 

18 i ∗ = arg max i DS(i ) 

19 end 

20 end 

21 T b = { T b , i ∗} // Tail insert 

22 end 

23 Remove First Content( T b ) 

24 T = { T f , ξ , T b } 

.3.3. BDPTC: Global optimum 

B idirectional D ynamic P ro- gramming T rajectories C onstruction 

BDPTC) is proposed to generate browsing trajectories effectively 

ased on the principle of global optimum. Similarly as BGTC, 
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Algorithm 2: BDP T C

Input : DS, G , L , κ , N d = η
Output : AICB trajectory T 

1 Randomly select ξ ∈ [1 , L ] as the index of N d 

2 // The construction of forward path 

3 // T ζ τ is a ζ -length path and the first visitable contents of 

T ζ τ is τ

4 T 1 η = { η} 
5 for 1 ≤ l ≤ ξ − 1 do 

6 for 1 ≤ i ≤ κ do 

7 for 1 ≤ j ≤ κ do 

8 if ( T l j exists) and ( G [ i ][ j] == 1 ) then 

9 j ∗ = arg max j DS(T l j ) 

10 end 

11 end 

12 if j ∗ exists then 

13 T (l+1) i = { i, T l j ∗ } // Head insert 

14 end 

15 end 

16 end 

17 for 1 ≤ k ≤ κ do 

18 T f = arg max T ξk 
DS(T ξk ) 

19 end 

20 Remove Last Content( T f ) 

21 // The construction of backward path 

22 // T ζ τ is a ζ -length path and the end visitable content of T ζ τ

is τ
23 T 1 η = { η} 
24 for 1 ≤ l ≤ L − ξ do 

25 for 1 ≤ i ≤ κ do 

26 for 1 ≤ j ≤ κ do 

27 if ( T l j exists) and ( G [ j][ i ] == 1 ) then 

28 j ∗ = arg max j DS(T l j ) 

29 end 

30 end 

31 if j ∗ exists then 

32 T (l+1) i = { T l j ∗ , i } // Tail insert 

33 end 

34 end 

35 end 

36 for 1 ≤ k ≤ κ do 

37 T b = arg max T ξk 
DS(T ξk ) 

38 end 

39 Remove First Content( T b ) 

40 T = { T f , ξ , T b } 

Table 1 

Datasets For Performance Evaluation. 

Q N Q E Q M 

Digraph 1 200 2888 15770 

Digraph 2 500 12506 40793 

Digraph 3 1000 26282 81491 

Table 2 

Optimization By Reusing Intermediate Data. 

Running time Reusing Strategy 

Original 137.553s No data for reusing 

Optimization 1 0.229s Reusing embedding results 

Optimization 2 0.034ms Reusing embedding results and DS values 
e represent the global optimum browsing trajectories construc- 

ion as the construction of forward path and backward path. 

o solve these two construction processes, a dynamic program- 

ing procedure ( Forney, 1973 ) is introduced. We take the con- 

truction of the backward path as an example. Observing that 

he DS value of T lϕ (a l-length set of browsing trajectories, the 

nd visitable content, which is defined as ϕ) which is the sum 

f the DS value of conjoint fore (l − 1) -length browsing trajec- 

ories and the DS value of the l-th visitable content: DS(T lϕ ) = 

S(T (l−1) φ) + DS(ϕ ) (where, φ refers to any visitable content which 

s linked with ϕ directly), we can iterate this formula from 

S(T 2 ϕ ∗ ) = DS(φ∗) + DS(ϕ 

∗) in the very beginning to DS(T lϕ ∗ ) =
S(T (l−1) φ∗ ) + DS(ϕ 

∗) (where, ϕ 

∗ and φ∗ refer to any suit- 

ble visitable contents). Moreover, observing that max { DS(T lϕ ∗ ) } = 

ax { DS({ T (l−1) φ∗ , ϕ 

∗} ) } = max { DS(T (l−1) φ∗ ) } + DS(ϕ 

∗) , we could it-

rate this formula from max { DS(T 2 ϕ ∗ ) } = max { DS(φ∗) } + DS(ϕ 

∗)
o max { DS(T lϕ ∗ ) } . Analogously, we could figure out the maxi-

um DS value of l-length browsing trajectories: max { DS(T l ) } = 

ax { max { DS(T lϕ 1 ) } , ..., max { DS(T lϕ κ ) }} after several iteration oper-

tions. To finish the global optimum browsing trajectories con- 

truction, we first set the intentional content as a source, from 

here in accordance to the aforementional process, we go on to 

nd out the forward path along with the backward path respec- 

ively. Finally, these two paths are connected and the intentional 

ontent is set as the junction. The whole computational complex- 

ty is about O (κ2 × L ) , where κ is the number of visitable contents

nd L is the length of desired browsing trajectories. Algorithm flow 

s shown in Algorithm 2 . 

. performance evaluation 

Performance evaluation of Aviv is provided in this section. 

.1. Simulation setup 

.1.1. Simulation environment 

To measure the integrated performance, we implement Aviv on 

 workstation with 2.20 GHz, 10-core processor, 256GB RAM, and 

buntu 16.04. 

.1.2. Datasets 

The prepared dataset is a follower-followee graph gathered 

rom the Weibo platform, which contains 7 . 2 k users, 751 . 1 k follow-

ng relationships, and 379 . 8 k microblogs. Furthermore, the original 

ataset is organized into three digraphs with a different number of 

isitable contents, and the detailed presentation for these digraphs 

re shown in Table 1 (Notations in Table: quantity of visitable con- 

ents Q N , the number of edges Q E , the number of microblogs Q M 

). 

.2. Evaluation 

.2.1. Optimization 

There is a large space for optimization because of the sepa- 

ation design among the adaptive embedding, divert scoring, and 

rowsing trajectories constructing according to diverse usages. For 

ome of the users who use the same scenario, only intentions need 

o be changed, while embedding results, and DS values are unnec- 

ssary to be modified. For multi-user, we need to prepare different 

igraphs for each user, and along with that the intentions, embed- 

ing results, and DS values are all need to be modified as well. 

he running time of different intermediate data reusing strategies 

s shown in Table 2 . The results show that reusing strategies can 

educe running time effectively. The values of notion in Table 2 are 

et as Q = 200 , Q = 2888 , L = 7 , I = 3 . 
N E P index 

7
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Fig. 6. Performance evaluation with BGTC. 
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.2.2. Evaluation plan 

Two core notions are designated for evaluations: index of true 

ntention in one browsing trajectory I index and length of browsing 

rajectories L P . A detailed plan is shown as follows: L P variables in 

3, 10], I index variables in {10%, 25%, 50%, 75%, 100%} (which means 

ndex of intention in browsing path is � L P ∗ I index 	 ), and constants

ariables Q N and Q E are related to the applied digraph. During the 

valuation experiments, each experiment is repeated 50 times with 

andomly selected intention and user to reduce contingencies. 

.2.3. Evaluation results 

In this section we discuss the security of AICB trajectories. The 

esults show that running time is directly proportional to L P and 

he scale of an applied digraph. Moreover, the running time turns 

ecome smaller when the index of intention becomes closer to the 

iddle of browsing trajectories. With BGTC, Aviv’s running time is 

n signally a low-level, which is almost harmless to user experi- 

nce. The evaluation results of our experiments are shown in Fig. 6 , 

nd Fig. 7 . 

. Security discussion 

Aviv generates AICB trajectories containing the user’s true in- 

entions to resist abnormal detection and sudden-intention mining 

y malicious ESP. Generated AICB trajectories correlate to the users’ 
8 
nterests, and the differences between adjacent visitable contents 

n one AICB trajectory change smoothly. Moreover, k-anonymity is 

ntroduced for comparison: 

K-anonymity : K-anonymity approach randomly selects visitable 

ontents in the graph to generate pseudo browsing sets rather than 

rajectories for obfuscation regardless of the concomitant informa- 

ion of visitable contents and connectivity in the graph. 

.1. Abnormal detection 

.1.1. Attack model 

We conduct a classifier based on Recurrent Neural Network 

RNN) ( Mikolov et al., 2011 ) to simulate the detection ability of ESP. 

SP can distinguish abnormal trajectories (ATs) from online users’ 

ormal trajectories (NTs) ( Wang et al., 2017 ). Once we have that 

n place, we set GRU models as the cells in RNN, and a fully con-

ected layer is added to compress the output of RNN cells into 

 2-dimension vector, which represents the classification result. If 

he AICB trajectories generated by Aviv are not similar enough with 

Ts, the user’s visit queries could be rejected. 

.1.2. Analysis 

Generated AICB trajectories are in accordance with the user’s 

reference, and similarity values between adjacent visitable con- 

ents in one AICB trajectory are at a high-level. Commonly, users 
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Fig. 7. Performance evaluation with BDPTC. 
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Table 3 

Test Results In RNN Based Abnormal Detection. 

trajectories accurate rate precision rate recall rate 

NT 326/500 (0.652) 252/335 (0.752) 252/343 (0.735) 

Aviv 325/500 (0.650) 250/332 (0.753) 250/343 (0.729) 

(

t

t

t

r

h

w

w

6

6

(

a

t

c

esire to browse content similar to the one they are primarily in- 

erested in for research. As a result, to escape the abnormal detec- 

ion, the selected visitable contents in generated browsing trajec- 

ories must be similar to the user’s preference. The differences in 

he aspect of semantics between adjacent visitable contents in one 

rowsing trajectory should change smoothly. Due to the transmis- 

ion efficiency e i, j (mentioned in DecoyRank), the DS value of one 

isitable content is positively related to the cosine similarity be- 

ween the representation of the visitable content and user’s pref- 

rence. Thus, the generated AICB trajectories in Aviv theoretically 

atisfy the requirements mentioned above. To intuitively illustrate 

his conclusion, we involve in a cosine similarity to evaluate the 

uantified similarity between representations. An evaluation of the 

esult is shown in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 (The parameters in evaluation 

re set as L P = 10 , I index = 5 ). In the Fig. 8 , the index of browsing

rajectories is n and that means the test result is basically the sim- 

larity value between the decoy visit content whose index is n − 1 

nd the decoy visit content whose index is n . In Fig. 9 , the index

f browsing trajectories is n and that means the test result shows 

he average similarity between the first n decoys and user’s repre- 

entation. 

.1.3. Simulation 

When it comes to the simulation, the classifier itself is well 

rained, meaning that its constructed with normal user trajectories 
9 
NTs) and abnormal user trajectories (ATs). Furthermore, in order 

o evaluate the detection results, we select the following indica- 

ors: accurate rate, precision rate, and recall rate. With this, the 

est results are shown in Table 3 , and according to those detection 

esults, we can see that the AICB trajectories generated by Aviv 

ave approximate detection resisting capacities with NTs. In other 

ords, the AICB trajectories generated by Aviv resemble enough 

ith NTs under this attack model. 

.2. Sudden-intention mining 

.2.1. Attack model 

We conduct an intention miner based on the k-clique algorithm 

 Tsourakakis, 2015 ) to simulate an ESP’s sudden-intention mining 

bility. ESP have the ability to use their analytical systems in order 

o distinguish whether or not a single browsing trajectory is a de- 

oy or is in fact a user’s true intention. Review the observation II in 
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Fig. 8. Similarity between adjacent visitable contents. 
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Table 4 

Test Results In K-clique Based Sudden-Intention Mining. 

trajectories T/All (k = 4) T/All (k = 5) T/All (k = 6) 

NT 29/250 (0.12) 36/250 (0.14) 31/250 (0.12) 

K-anonymity 157/500 (0.31) 263/500 (0.53) 117/500 (0.23) 

Aviv 22/247 (0.09) 22/247 (0.09) 18/247 (0.07) 
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otivations to further understand this concept, in our methodol- 

gy, we disguise intentional content (true intention) as casual visit 

ontent. The surrounding visitable contents of a casual visit con- 

ents are within one browsing trajectory, and is commonly relevant 

o itself, but the neighboring visitable contents of an intention are 

sually not. Intuitively, visitable contents around a casual visit con- 

ents vary smoothly, and an intention generally appears abruptly. 

ased on this truth, ESP could easily distinguish the user’s true in- 

ention. 

.2.2. Analysis 

The generated AICB trajectories in Aviv theoretically satisfy the 

ecurity requirement when defensing sudden-intention mining at- 

acks. The solution to escape the detection of an ESP’s intention 

iner is as follows: The neighboring decoy visit contents must be 

imilar enough with the true intention in the aspect of semantics 

hen it comes to the subjects itself. In other words, the differ- 

nce between adjacent visitable contents in one browsing trajec- 

ory must be low-level. Due to the transmission efficiency in De- 

oyRank e i, j , the DS value of one visitable content is positively re- 

ated to cosine similarity between adjacent visitable contents. As 

 result, the generated AICB trajectories in Aviv theoretically sat- 

sfy the requirement mentioned above. To intuitively illustrate this 
10 
onclusion, we set the adjacent similarity (similarity between ad- 

acent visitable contents) as an indicator. From that, we obtain an 

valuation of the results, as shown in Fig. 8 . (The parameters in the 

valuation are set as L P = 10 , I index = 5 .). 

.2.3. Simulation 

We distinguish the visitable contents which are observably 

ifferent from surrounding visitable contents in one browsing 

rajectory based on the k-clique algorithm ( Tsourakakis, 2015 ) 

nd regard them as user’s true intentions. The test results are 

hown in Table 4 , where T is the number of correct classifi- 

ation results, and Al l is the number of all of the test sam- 

les. The mining results show that the intentional visit contents 

n AICB trajectories generated by Aviv are difficult to be mined 

ut. 
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Fig. 9. Similarity between generated trajectories and user’s representation. 

Table 5 

Overview Comparison. 

Approach Scenario Perturbation Privacy model 

TMN search bogus queries not mentioned 

Crowds search, browse forwarding queries entropy 

MTC browse block sensitive pages not mentioned 

PPI search query replacement attack confidence 

MAs search, browse obfuscation queries entropy, profile overlap 

Aviv browse AICB trajectories adjacent similarity 
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.3. Comparison with other approaches 

Compared with the traditional solutions, Aviv has obvious ad- 

antages in security and availability, and the application scenarios 

f Aviv are more adaptable. 

.3.1. Overview comparison 

Five typical approaches have been selected for comparison: 

rackMeNot (TMN) ( Toubiana et al., 2011 ), Crowds ( Reiter and Ru- 

in, 1998 ), MTC ( Achara et al., 2016 ), Privacy-preserving index- 

ng (PPI) ( Bawa et al., 2009 ), and Mediator Accounts Proxy (MAs) 

 Biega et al., 2017 ). The perspectives in order to create a compar-

son are chosen as scenario, perturbation, privacy model and lim- 

tations. The detailed contrasts of approaches are shown in Table 

 . Conventional researches have its respective limitations: Track- 
11 
eNot provides bogus queries, it can not evaluate the privacy, and 

t is vulnerable to semantic attacks; Crowds users must collaborate, 

t is vulnerable to collusion attacks; MTC blocks sensitive pages, 

ut it can not provide privacy-protecting mechanisms; Traditional 

PI schemes are sensitive to common identity attacks and collu- 

ion attacks. Aviv could provide an excellent defense effect when 

acing abnormal detection, sudden-intention mining, and collusion 

ttacks when enough pretreatment data such as topology of vis- 

table contents and users’ interest profiles are provided. 

.3.2. Function comparison 

We also introduce five functions to describe these approaches, 

hey are: intention-concealed, low-discoverability, browsing path de- 

ign, personalized interest driven, obfuscation traffic . Individual intro- 

uctions are given as follows: 
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Fig. 10. Security comparison between Aviv and conventional schemes, Aviv gets excellent privacy protection abilities. 

Table 6 

Function Comparison. 

TMN Crowds MTC PPI MAs Aviv 

intention-concealed � � � � � � 

low-detectability × � � � � � 

trajectories design × × × × × � 

personalized interest driven × × × × × � 

obfuscation traffic � � × � � ×
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• intention-concealed : whether the approaches could conceal 

user’s intentions. 

• low-detectability : whether the approaches could guarantee the 

covertness of the approaches themselves. 

• trajectories design : whether the approaches provide trajectories 

which are closer to human browsing behaviors than a set of 

disordered visit actions or queries. 

• personalized interest driven : whether the approaches concern 

users’ interests. 

• obfuscation traffic : whether approaches support obfuscation 

traffic with internet flows. 

The detail functions comparison between these approaches are 

iven in Table 6 . 

The conventional schemes design concept of probabilistic ob- 

uscation is similar to our solution. However, the difference is that 

e adopt a more machine language representation method and use 

ext-encoded semantic representation to unify the user’s interest 

haracteristics and access content characteristics. The advantage of 

his representation is that it is closer to the intuitive feeling of real 

sers and is easier to understand from a user-oriented perspective. 

t the same time, it also adopts the design concept of algorithms 

erving human beings. Our evaluation index still uses the probabil- 

ty entropy change after the above semantic representation, which 

s the same as the traditional algorithm design. Compared with 

he previous research work, our work pays more attention to 1) 

he independence of privacy protection work, which does not re- 

uire additional participation of other users but requires publicly 

ollectible information; 2) focuses on the full trajectory generation 

f access behavior, which The advantage of this design concept is 

hat it can not only obfuscate a certain behavior but also obfus- 

ate an abstract intent, that is, it can achieve intention-cancel. Add 

he previous definition of intention here. Of course, for simplicity, 

e usually regard a specific access content as intention. From the 

erspective of machine quantification, the intention may also be 

he weighted result of some access content or other more complex 

epresentations. 
12 
.3.3. Security comparison 

Aviv does not require the cooperation of other users nor the co- 

peration of the service provider platform and can independently 

omplete the privacy protection function while resisting the min- 

ng of intentions. Existing related research work usually does not 

equire such strict background conditions and generally adopts the 

ooperation between users or cooperates with the service platform 

o improve the privacy protection effect. Because of these back- 

round conditions, we formally and qualitatively grade the privacy 

rotection ability of the test scheme by considering whether the 

est scheme can resist the three proposed attack methods. The 

omparison proves Aviv is safe and effective. In Fig. 10 we can 

ee Aviv gets excellent privacy protection abilities when compared 

ith conventional schemes. Aviv possesses abilities of abnormal 

etection resistance, sudden-intention mining resistance, and col- 

usion attack resistance and has enough degree of independence, 

hich means Aviv could achieve privacy protection task without 

ther users’ help or cooperation with service providers. 

. Related work 

With the rise of privacy concerns throughout the internet com- 

unity, the concept of intention-concealed online browsing has 

btained a forefront standing in the minds of researches where 

hey commit themselves to find solutions to such a problem. Thus, 

elevant studies focus on similar solutions as ours, such as anti- 

racking, anti-profiling ( Ahmad et al., 2016; Vastel et al., 2018; Xu 

t al., 2009 ). 

In this section, we discuss some of the typical approaches that 

re related to our research. 

Tracking and profiling. Generally, well-designed personalized 

ervices are popular. However, these services tend to expose pri- 

acy risks, where users log in and leave extensive traces be- 

ind, these information can then be taken advantage of by ma- 

icious parties ( Krishnamurthy et al., 2007; Krishnamurthy and 

ills, 20 09; 20 06 ). In the area of user tracking and profiling,

ome researches have been done, especially in the areas of browser 

racking ( Englehardt and Narayanan, 2016; Lerner et al., 2016; 

eng et al., 2016; Yu et al., 2016 ) and cross-device tracking 

 Zimmeck et al., 2017 ). These are primarily empirical studies with 

n emphasis on identifying the tracking mechanisms, which could 

elp guide the conception of privacy-preserving and intention- 

oncealed approaches. 

Pseudo queries. TrackMeNot is a lightweight browser exten- 

ion that helps protect web searchers from surveillance and data- 

rofiling by search engines ( Toubiana et al., 2011 ), it does not 

ractice concealment or encryption (i.e. covering one’s tracks), but 
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nstead has another approach which goes by the opposite strat- 

gy: noise and obfuscation. Elovici et al. proposed PRAW ( Elovici 

t al., 20 02; 20 06 ), and the aim of PRAW is to provide a privacy-

reserving service by taking advantage of dummy queries for a 

roup of users sharing a common access point to search engines 

hile surfing or browsing the Internet. GooPIR is another approach 

roviding obfuscation queries when it comes to web searching, and 

t enables users to conceal their search keywords by sending some 

alse keywords ( DomingoFerrer et al., 2009 ). 

Cooperation. In Crowds ( Reiter and Rubin, 1998 ), a group of 

sers collaborates to submit their messages to a common Web 

erver. When a specific user sends a message, a user randomly 

ecides to submit it to the server or forward this message to an- 

ther user, who then repeats this process. Zhu et al. proposed a 

undling technique that clusters user profiles into user groups ac- 

ording to semantic relationships between the terms which then 

eads to satisfying the privacy constraint ( Zhu et al., 2010 ). Biega 

t al. assigned user requests to Mediator Accounts (MAs) which 

imics real users, such that individual user profiles are scrambled 

cross MAs ( Biega et al., 2017 ). PPI ( Constable et al., 2015; Fallahi

t al., 2017; Tang and Liu, 2015 ) is usually defined as a set of map-

ing functions for processing random requests from users. In order 

o achieve the effect of privacy protection, PPI adopts the form of 

ser cooperative forwarding of requests or encrypted access ( Bawa 

t al., 2009; Shi et al., 2016; Tang et al., 2011 ). ε-PPI is a person-

lized privacy preserving index, which guarantees quantitative pri- 

acy preservation differentiated by personal identities, ε-PPI pro- 

ide effective resistance to common-identity attacks ( Tang et al., 

014 ). 

Blockers. Another anti-tracker conception is sites-blocker. Just 

ike ad-blockers, blockers could block sensitive sites to protect 

sers’ privacy manually or automatically. Some typical approaches 

ike MTC ( Achara et al., 2016 ), PrivacyBadger ( Electronic Frontier 

oundation, 0 0 0 0 ) are popular among online users. 

However, among the approaches mentioned above, the conti- 

uity of adjacent visitable contents in one browsing trajectory is 

ommonly ignored, which are typical characteristics of user online 

rowsing patterns. Thus, the covertness of approaches themselves 

s also neglected, leading to a downfall when it comes to the de- 

ection systems of the OSN. Moreover, in most existing approaches, 

sers need help from other users, even some cooperation with OSN 

latforms. Aviv generates AICB trajectories to conceal intentional 

isit objects and solved these ignored problems. Performance eval- 

ation and security discussion results show Aviv is effective and 

fficient. 

. Conclusion and future work 

In this paper, we propose an effective and efficient intention- 

oncealed access framework named Aviv, which acts as a third- 

arty and generates AICB trajectories for users to conceal their true 

ntentions when browsing OSN platforms. Concretely, Aviv consists 

f three phases: Decoy representing, DecoyRank based Divert scor- 

ng, and Trajectories constructing according to the local and global 

ptimum. Unlike the existing approaches, Aviv does not need the 

ssistance of other users or OSN platforms since they may not be 

ompliant in some cases. Aviv pays attention to the quantitative 

epresentation of semantic level and user access behavior sequence 

onstruction. The experimental results show that this construc- 

ion idea is more suitable for defending against advanced inten- 

ion recognition attacks. Security discussion shows Aviv achieves 

ntention-concealed visit ability effectively. Finally, we have applied 

viv to real Weibo datasets, and evaluation results show that Aviv 

as low communication and calculating costs. Future research will 

se small data learning technology to explore its cross-platform 

erformance on mobile and edge computing devices. 
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